
 

 

Rovion's InPerson Technology 

Changing the Face of Online Advertising 

Introduction: 

In today's fast-paced digital world, online advertising has become an essential tool for companies and 

advertisers to reach their target audience. However, traditional ad formats often struggle to capture users' 

attention and engage them effectively. This blog post will explore the revolutionary InPerson technology 

developed by Rovion Inc., analyzing its impact on the online advertising landscape and discussing its pros 

and cons. 

Section 1: Understand the issues and challenges faced by companies and advertisers with regard to 

online advertising 

Online advertising faces numerous challenges, including banner blindness, low click-through rates, and the 

need for effective targeting strategies. Advertisers are constantly seeking innovative solutions to overcome 

these obstacles and make their ads more engaging. 

Section 2: Analyze the pros and cons of using new online ad formats such as Rovion's InPerson ads 

Rovion's InPerson ads offer a fresh and 'out-of-the-box' approach to online advertising. By incorporating 

rich media elements and interactive features, these ads capture users' attention and create a memorable 

brand experience. However, some concerns regarding user experience, cost per thousand (CPM), and ad 

delivery optimization need to be addressed. 

Section 3: Background - InPerson: The 'Borderless' Innovation 

The InPerson technology developed by Rovion enables advertisers to seamlessly integrate their brand 

messages into online content. By using cutting-edge techniques, such as facial tracking and real-time 

rendering, InPerson ads create the illusion of a live spokesperson speaking directly to the user. 

Section 4: Some Experiences with InPerson 

Several major companies, including Microsoft, have embraced InPerson technology in their online 

advertising campaigns. Microsoft's Office Live campaign witnessed a significant increase in user 

engagement and brand recall, proving the effectiveness of InPerson ads in capturing attention and driving 

results. 

Section 5: Accolades from Customers and Experts 

InPerson technology has garnered praise from both customers and industry experts. Its ability to deliver 

compelling and personalized brand messages has been recognized as a game-changer in the field of online 

advertising. Brands like Discovery Channel Communications, Pontiac, and Maxim have successfully 

utilized InPerson ads to enhance their branding efforts. 

Conclusion: 

While InPerson technology has been widely praised, there are differing opinions regarding its long-term 

viability and potential challenges. Some experts argue that its success heavily relies on proper targeting and 

integration within the content, while others express concerns about potential intrusiveness and user privacy. 

Rovion's InPerson technology has undoubtedly revolutionized the online advertising landscape. With its 

ability to captivate users and deliver personalized brand experiences, InPerson ads have become a powerful 

tool for advertisers. However, it is crucial for companies to carefully consider the pros and cons of using 

this technology and ensure that it aligns with their advertising goals and target audience preferences. 


